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Thank you for purchasing one of our products. Please strictly follow the instructions in installing and using the kit.
Before installing the kit, please be sure to check the kit contents. Should you have any questions about the kit, please contact your local TAKEGAWA dealer.

Please read the following instructions before installation.
◎ We do not take any responsibility for any accident or damage whatsoever arising from the use of the products not in conformity with the instructions in
　the manual.
◎ We shall be held free from any kind of warranty whatsoever of products other than this product if the glitch takes place on the other products than this
　one after the installation and use of this product.
◎ We do not have any information or service data on the combination of our products and other manufacturer's products.
◎ These seats are our original ones, coming in TL type and mesh type.
◎ This seat is designed for a one-person ride.  Therefore, unpredictable troubles may occur when a motorcycle is ridden by a person weighing more than
　75 kg or ridden double. Please refrain from such driving.
◎ Due to individual differences of seat and motorcycle frame sizes, the seat may interfere with the rear luggage rack.

◎ Please note: Illustrations and photos may vary from actual hardware.

◎ Please be informed that, mainly because of improvement in performance, design changes, and cost increase, the product specifications and prices are
　subject to change without prior notice.
◎ This manual should be retained for future reference.

：０９－１１－０１２４ (TL Type)
：０９－１１－０１２５ (Mesh Type)
：MONKEY (FI)
：AB27-1900001～

Item No.

Applicable to
Frame No.

◎ NOT applicable with the stock carrier because the seat interferes.To install this kit, please replace with the genuine carrier for 　
　Z50J-1600008 ～ 2499999 or install our Carrier Less Kit.
　The stock carrier The genuine parts No. ：81200-165-710
　Z carrier standard type ：09-11-0119
　　　　　　 Short type ：09-11-0118
　Carrier Less Kit ：09-11-0101
◎ This seat cannot be installed at the stock battery location under the seat, because the stock battery case interferes with this 　　

　seat. The battery is to be moved to other location.  Please install our Battery Relocation Kit.
　Battery Relocation Kit ：05-06-0007

○ Always use a torque wrench to tight bolts and nuts securely to the specified torque to avoid these parts getting damaged or loose.
○ Before riding, always check such parts as screws for loose. If you find loose ones, screw them securely up to the specified torque to avoid parts
　coming off.
○ In some cases, the reverse side and bracket of the seat have sharp-pointed or protruding portions. So, please work with your hands protected with
　thick gloves. (Otherwise, you may suffer injuries.)

CAUTION
The following show the envisioned possibility of injuries to human bodies and property damage as a result of disregarding the
following cautions.

○ Those who are technically unskilled or inexperienced are required not to do the work.
　(Improper installation could lead to overturning or accidents as a result of parts breakage.)
○ When you notice something abnormal with your motorcycle, stop riding immediately in a safe place to avoid an accident.
○ Always drive the engine in a well-ventilated place, and do not switch the engine on in an airtight place.
　(Otherwise, you will suffer from carbon monoxide poisoning. )
○ Before working, place the motorcycle on level ground to stabilize its position for safety to avoid the motorcycle overturning.
○ This seat is designed for a single ride. Do not ride double. (Otherwise accidents may occur.)

WARNING The following show the envisioned possibility of human death or serious injury as a result of disregarding the following cautions.

Single Seat Kit for the MONKEY Instruction Manual
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No. Parts Name Qty Repair Part Item No. in packs of
1 Seat 1
2 Seat bracket, A (Front) 1 77105-GEL-T00 1
3 Right-side seat bracket 1
4 Left-side seat bracket 1
5 Flange nut M6 6 00-00-0173 6

09-11-0512 1SET

～ Installation Procedures ～
○ Prepare right tools for installation, and ensure
　that the motorcycle is secure.
○ This seat cannot be installed at the stock
　battery location under the seat, because the 　
　stock battery case interferes with this seat.

～ Kit Contents ～

※Please note that in ordering repair parts, be sure to quote the Repair Part Item
　No.  Otherwise, we may not be able to accept your orders.
　There are some parts, however, for which we are not in a position to accept
　your order in just the quantity to be used. In this case, please take them in the
　quantity packed.

○Please install our battery relocation kit.
　Install this kit on the vehicle equipped our
　battery relocation kit(05-06-0007).
※ This procedure explains for the vehicle 　　　
　equipped our battery relocation kit.

○ Install the carrier.
※ Applicable carrier
　The genuine Honda carrier :81200-165-710
　Z carrier standard type      :09-11-0119
　　　　　　Short type        :09-11-0118
　Carrier Less Kit                  :09-11-0101

○ Reinstall the side cover.
※ Please install our side cover (ABS type)
　(See the instruction manual.)
　white              : 09-11-0021
　black               : 09-11-0022
　carbon print    : 09-11-0023
　mirror coat      : 09-11-0024

○ Install the seat bracket A and seat bracket L & R
　with a flange nut onto the stud bolt on the reverse
　side of the seat, and tighten them to the specified
　torque.
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Seat bracket L & R

○ Just in the same way as a standard seat is 　
　installed, put the seat bracket in the space
　between two washers inside the rear shock
　absorber, and install a seat bracket A with a
　standard bolt and nut, and tighten them to the 　
　specified torque.

Install the seat bracket
into the space.
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Seat bracket A
When installing, be
　　careful about the
　　　　direction.

Toward
the tank

Caution: Apply the specified torque.
　　Nut on the upper end of the rear shock
　　　Torque: 29 N・m (3.0 kgf・m)
　　M8 nuts on the seat bracket A
　　　Torque: 24 N・m (2.4 kgf・m)

※ Tighten temporarily and adjust as required, then
　tighten properly.

　Caution: Apply the specified torque.
　Torque: 8 N・m (0.8 kgf・m)


